
Office operations Update for SPRING 2019 UHEW National Council Meeting 

National Office Job Description process 

The Membership Administration position was staffed as a result of a staffing process.  The successful 
candidate was offered an appointment into the position and they accepted.  I requested input from the 
Service Officers (SO) on the drafted the Service Officer Job description.  I received feedback from some of 
the SOs and sent the draft for review.  Once the review is complete it will be sent for translation and then 
forwarded to the PSAC for review and rating. 

Membership Administration Unit  

In terms of the AGM season which is now coming to an end.  I held a meeting with the Membership 
Administrative (MA) Unit and received some feedback on information received from locals after their 
AGMs.   

The completion rate of the forms in terms of if they have been filled out thoroughly has been about 95% 
so that is very positive however it is noticed that the membership lists might not be referenced at these 
meetings.  For example some members have being elected in positions and they are not a member in good 
standing. 

When RVPs are in attendance at any AGMs, please remind the Locals of the importance in referencing the 
membership lists.  In addition the MA Unit is always available to respond to questions in regards to the 
membership lists as well as the AGM forms.  It is recommended the locals copy the RVP on the AGM forms 
they sent to the office. 

I have provided an update AGM form tracking list created by the MA Unit for the RVPs to review as it will 
demonstrate which Locals still have submissions outstanding.  Please follow up with your locals if there are 
outstanding submission as this is a by-law violation.  

One of the 2019 objectives of the unit is to reduce number of unallocated members within UHEW.  Our 
membership numbers increased to over 10, 500 yet we still have over 2000 of our members unallocated 
which means UHEW receives their dues however we cannot rebate those dues to a local.  The Unit will be 
pulling unallocated report for each province and sending those reports to the locals for allocating 
members they know of.  We also appreciate your continued assistance in allocating these members to a 
local.   

Membership update project – the MA unit has forwarded the lists from PSAC to all the respective locals 
and the locals are to send their updates directly to the PSAC. 

      Membership Representation Unit 

3rd level Presentations from Nov 2018 - March 2019   

3rd Level presentation  3rd Level Griev. Rec’d  

Kim Coles 3 3 
Mark Hockley 4 7 
Stephen Vanneste 5 6 
Luc Pacquette 1 2 

 



Additional Case Information. 

  Mark 
 Resolved outside grievance:  3 
 Ongoing issues being worked on with RVPs that have not yet resulted in a grievance: 8 
CLC Violence complaints consultation: 4 
Kim  
Guidance on Reg 20 – 4 files 
Guidance on Admin Investigations – 6 files 
Grievances resolved informally – 7 
Cases where guidance provided where grievances not yet filed or have yet to reach 3rd level – 15 
Assistance to PSAC on a DFR – 1 file 
Luc 
4 files employer engaged in mediation  
1 Reg XX 

     Stephen   
                Policy Grievances – 2 
                Finalizing three Memoranda of Settlement/allowed grievances that remain outstanding 
                Referred 4 files to the PSAC Representation branch. 
                Assisting on 4 job content/classification files 

  
Grievance table/matrix has been drafted to be used as a guideline on how long grievances should take to 
process once received at the National Office.  I am waiting for a volunteer from the National Council to 
assist in this task if the Council agrees on that process. 

As noted in my last report I was going to address the old UEW files in the system.  I have had discussions 
with the SOs in regards to these grievances and that we are moving forward with resolving these files.  
That plan has been actioned and a detailed update can be provided through a conversation with the SO 
and the RVP.  One SO received communication from a department involved with two old files that they 
are willing to negotiate some closure.   

Grievance protocol document needs to be reviewed and finalized by Council so that for files that are 
incomplete, we have a protocol to resolve the file. 

 
 Phoenix Issues and Grievances 

I continue to escalate Phoenix issues through the senior HR Pay escalation contacts that are sent to me 
by RVPs and Local Stewards.  I also send issues to the PSAC Pay Center advocate, Donna Lackie.  Donna 
and I have communicated back and forth on various pay issues and she has shared the PSAC position on 
the pay files in which she can provided assistance on.  Donna Lackie is retiring soon however she has 
hired a former comp advisor, Alain St. Arnaud, as her replacement. 

In terms of Phoenix grievances, we are still placing the grievances in abeyance however all the 
departments have committed to try and resolve the pay issue portion of the grievances. 

Union Ware 

Presentation on UnionWare and Ulink schedule to be provided on Seminar day of National Council 
Meetings. 



I will be meeting with PSAC Member information management to configure our requirements for 
MemberLink and Cases module: what are the UHEW needs (high level), why, security levels, who, etc … 
Requested that RVPs able to have access to Ulink for their reference in the Regions. 
 

Other VP Activities 

Audit 

I participated in a meeting with the Auditors and the Finance Officers in which we discussed variances 
from 2017 fiscal year to the final statements of 2018.  These variances will be provided to Council once 
the final audit is provided for Council review. 

Website 

The new website has been shared with the National Council to gather comments and suggested changes.  
I am going through the e-file account and old emails to extract UMCC minutes and documents to add to 
the website on a daily basis.  Planning to go live with the website once the domain name is changed.  
Will compose communique to locals which will request feedback from local executives. 

Office computers 

Reviewed assessments from our IT provider on issues with Carmine’s computer.  Computers were 
purchased for the Financial Officers in January due to it was necessary to replace one so both were 
replaced to avoid two service charges with the financial software provider.  Purchased monitors to 
replace staff monitors from Costco and assisted set up of computers to new monitors. 

I also manage the access card systems and the security system used at the 2781 Lancaster Road. 

National Office goals   

Meetings held with MA unit and MR unit (President in attendance) to discuss objectives for 2019.  Draft 
objectives were created for each unit and feedback was provided by staff.  The completed objectives 
were shared with the National Council and they will be reviewed throughout the year to assess if the 
goals will be met by the end of 2019. 

Essential Service Agreements 

I continue to correspond with some departments in regards to the proposals. I report the status of these 
negotiations to the National President and to the PSAC.  To date I have not received proposals from ISC, 
CEAA or NRCan.  The SOs have been tasked with providing assistance in the proposals as well as I send 
them to the RVPs to identify union reps or positions which are not deemed essential. 

In addition to these specific projects and activities, I receive calls and emails from members, locals and 
RVP with National Office operational questions in which I provide timely responses.  I attended the 
National Board of Directors meeting in March 2019 in which I shared some documents with National 
Council.  In March I chaired the AGM for Local 70018 at the request of the National President.  The 
meeting was a success as a full executive was elected. 

Shimen Fayad 
UHEW National Vice President 


